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followed in the last six years. How far Eden approved of the
answers put into his mouth, it is of course impossible to say;
but it should perhaps be stressed that not being a member of
the Cabinet he was simply conveying to the House a decision
which he was in no way to influence. At the time the full
implications of the statement may not have been clear.
There are good grounds for believing that progressive ele-
ments in the Cabinet—and there were some then—were not
impressed by Stimson's plea, and felt that America should
avoid invoking collective security when it was obvious that
she had no serious intention of enforcing it, even if Great
Britain and France did supply their quota. Norman Davis
was in England and readily accessible to all who wanted to
check up on the real potentialities of American policy in
the Far East.
At the end of February Mr. Cocks, aided and abetted by
the indefatigable Geoffrey Mander, had another shot at ex-
tracting a rather more heroic definition of our attitude. Was
it not advisable that we should send notes both to China and
Japan that this country would in no circumstances recognize
any situation brought about by means contrary to the League
or to any other treaty obligations to which we as well as
China and Japan were parties ? But according to Eden, His
Majesty's Government had already made their position * suffi-
ciently clear *, while the Japanese assurances were * definite *.
mr. mander : * Am I right in assuming that the policy out-
lined in the question is indeed the policy of the Govern-
ment? '
mr. eimen : * The honourable Member would be more
correct if he assumed that the Government's policy is the
policy outlined in my answer.* There will be some who may
choose to read into this distinction which Eden allows, if not
his disapproval, then a certain lack of enthusiasm for the
line the Government were taking. In spite of Eden's an-
nouncement of a cessation of hostilities and his praise, amid
cheers, of Sir Miles Lampson and Admiral Kelly in bringing
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